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Nobody can afford poorly trained employees 
these days. The cost pressure is too high and 
smooth, reliable and efficient processes are too 
important—especially when it comes to safety. 
This is because every incident or unanticipated 
shutdown generates costs. 

Managing risks reliably, working more productively 
and managing your operations safely in all 
situations: This requires a capable team and 
a vigorously engrained safety culture. Both 
are achievable and attainable by training your 
employees successfully. 

Why safety is more important than ever before 

It is often said that every dollar invested in safety 
measures pays off three to six times over1. And the 
return is even higher when it comes to training and 
continuing the education of your employees. This 
is because there are moments in every operation 
where a wrong decision or a wrong move can put 
system safety and lives at risk.

Our training sessions help to avoid uncertainties 
and mistakes. As a world-renowned expert 
and partner in the field of occupational health 
and safety and plant safety, Dräger stands for 
comprehensive knowledge of hazardous materials, 
firefighting, gas measurement technology and 
personal protective equipment. We equip your 
employees with the knowledge required for 
real-life situations and ensure that the learned 
material can be recalled and applied reliably—in 
their everyday work and especially in stressful 
situations.  

A worthwhile investment   

1  http://www.safetyandhealthmagazine.com/articles/10414-the-roi-of-safety?page=2  or http://www.nsc.org/learn/safety-knowledge/Pages/injury-facts.aspx  
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As much theory as necessary, as much practical 
training as possible: Dräger training sessions 
are directly related to the daily experiences and 
challenges of the participants in their respective 
plants. The result is a practical approach, which 
helps the participants quickly transfer their  
knowledge to real-life situations.

The content is presented in a user-oriented and 
engaging manner. Depending on the topic,  
we combine traditional ‘classroom’ training with  
practical exercises, realistic simulations and  

web-based online units—a ‘blended learning’ 
approach which is optimally tailored to your  
respective requirements. 

One example is our CSE training. Some of  
the most dangerous work in industry involves 
deployments in confined spaces and containers. 
To make entry and rescue scenario training as 
realistic as possible, we have developed a special 
mobile CSE simulation system. Training with  
this system truly prepares you for the real world.  
 

Fostering knowledge as an effective and sustainable resource    
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Laws and regulations
We may not turn you into a solicitor, but we do 
show you how to deal with this material on a daily 
basis. We provide you with an overview of the 
relevant laws and regulations in your industry and 
region. Our descriptive examples also give you 
specific suggestions as to how you can integrate 
them in your area of responsibility.

Products and applications
From gas measurement equipment to personal 
protective equipment: Learn about the basic 
features and functions of our devices and systems 
in compact, product-specific training sessions. 
The content goes beyond a simple ‘user manual’:  
It is designed to provide users with a true 
understanding of the capabilities—and to practice 
every step through practical examples until  
it can be recalled and performed reliably. The 
combination of theory and practice ensures  
a successful and sustained training.

Simulation
How do we train routine processes as well as 
emergencies in extreme situations under realistic 
conditions? Participants need to immediately recall 
and react in cases of hazardous deployments.  
This is why we have developed simulation systems 
for fire scenarios and for work in confined spaces 
and containers. They allow you to train for 
emergencies under realistic conditions. And for 
your convenience, we can even go to your site  
with our mobile systems. 
 
Maintenance
Well-founded expertise for equipment managers 
and shop personnel: The training participants 
learn to perform testing, troubleshooting and 
to initiate or perform the correct measures. 
With as much theory as necessary and as much 
practical training as possible, we show how to 
perform servicing, inspection and maintenance 
work effectively. Not only does this increase 
the availability of your devices, but it also helps 
preserve their value.

Our four areas of training 
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Our standard program is only part of what we 
offer. We are also pleased to offer you training 
courses and seminars on topics which are not 
listed. We prepare training concepts for you  

on the basis of your needs and requests and 
provide you with consulting on the content and 
methods to meet your specific requirements.

Training courses tailored precisely to your needs  

For detailed information and schedules for over 
50 different safety trainings, please refer to our 
catalogue at www.draeger.com.

Book your training online right now or contact  
us for a personal consulting session: 

Telefon: +49 451 882-1560
E-Mail: academy@draeger.com

Everything at a glance
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Our trainers visit our customer sites around the 
world on a regular basis. Not only does this allow 
them to provide excellent technical expertise, it 
also allows them to understand the specific safety 
requirements of different plants, industries and 
regions.  

Consistently high quality standards apply to 
all of our Dräger training courses—regardless 
of whether they are performed on our training 
systems or directly on site with your equipment. 

Our ‘train the trainer’ concept ensures that the 
training content and the competency of our 
trainers is maintained at a consistently high level 
around the world. As a result, the ‘Global Players’, 
in particular among our customers, can rely on 
their employees at different locations receiving 
the same level of knowledge through our Dräger 
trainings—all over the world. 

Local programs which meet international standards  
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Dräger develops products and solutions which 
protect, support and save lives. The knowledge 
factor plays an important role in this regard. 
Only someone who is familiar with the hazards 
at their workplace knows why they need reliable 
and effective protection. Only someone who 
recognizes how a gas-like hydrogen sulphide 
behaves, is able to detect it accurately. And only 
someone who has carefully trained an application 
and masters it with certainty, does technology 
become ‘Technology for Life’. 

The Dräger Academy has imparted well-founded 
and practical knowledge for over 40 years. With 
over 110 authorized trainers and more than  
600 available topics, we conduct more than 
2,400 training sessions per year. 

We listen to you in order to understand what is 
truly important to you. To meet your needs, we 
are also happy to develop a customised training 
program specifically for you.  

Knowledge for the real world
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Our experience for your safety

We will gladly support you in cases where very 
specific challenges require special know-how, 
or if maintenance work or particularly dangerous 
deployments present an especially difficult 
challenge to your staff’s safety. Not only with 

regard to developing your internal know-how,  
but also directly at your site with manpower  
and equipment.  

Learn more at www.draeger.com.
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ULRIKE GREBNER 
HEAD OF DRÄGER ACADEMY

    “Learning what matters:  
With us, every bit of information  
       is practice-oriented.”  

Our comprehensive services in medical and safety 
technology ensure maximum performance for  
your company.

To ensure that you achieve your objectives,  
we work closely together and support you with  
the service offering that fits best.

We are always by your side with our experience, 
flexibility and uncompromising quality standards  
in pursuit of your success.

That is our promise.

Dräger Services: We keep you up to speed
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CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS
Drägerwerk AG & Co. KGaA
Moislinger Allee 53–55
23558 Lübeck, Germany

www.draeger.com

REGION CENTRAL  
AND SOUTH AMERICA
Dräger Panama S. de R.L.
Complejo Business Park,  
V tower, 10th floor
Panama City
Tel +507 377-9100
Fax +507 377-9130
contactcsa@draeger.com

REGION MIDDLE EAST, AFRICA
Dräger Safety AG & Co. KGaA
Branch Office  
P.O. Box 505108  
Dubai, United Arab Emirates
Tel  +971 4 4294 600
Fax +971 4 4294 699
contactuae@draeger.com

REGION ASIA PACIFIC
Draeger Safety Asia Pte Ltd
25 International Business Park
#04-20/21 German Centre
Singapore 609916
Tel  +65 6308 9400
Fax  +65 6308 9401
asia.pacific@draeger.com

REGION EUROPE CENTRAL  
AND EUROPE NORTH
Dräger Safety AG & Co. KGaA  
Revalstraße 1
23560 Lübeck, Germany
Tel +49 451 882 0
Fax +49 451 882 2080
info@draeger.com 

REGION EUROPE SOUTH
Dräger Safety France SAS
25, rue Georges Besse
92182 Antony Cedex
Tel +33 1 46 11 56 00
Fax +33 1 40 96 97 20
europe.south@draeger.com

Locate your Regional Sales 
Representative at:  
www.draeger.com/contact


